
A fire has been reported in Building A. All personnel are
requested to proceed immediately via the nearest
emergency exit to the evacuation area.
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REGROUP MOBILE
The Mobile App That Keeps Your Entire Network Together

Take the power of Regroup Mass Notification 
with you

Regroup Mobile informs your networks 
and empowers your admins — everywhere 
they go.

Regroup Mobile is a free app enabling organizations 
like businesses, healthcare and schools to keep their 
people, property and continuity secured during 
emergencies and other critical events. It also helps them 
to quickly send routine communications to entire 
networks or specific groups of individuals. It’s the robust, 
rreliable communications solution from the most trusted 
name in mass notification.

For Regroup Mass Notification clients, Regroup Mobile is the one app for sending and receiving messages for all users. Regroup 
Mobile empowers admins, leaders and staff to quickly and easily access the full power of Regroup’s platform from anywhere on 
their iOS and Android devices.

REGROUP CLIENTS

Unlike typical text messaging, Regroup Mobile 
allows admins to reach specific groups of 
individuals or entire networks. Send urgent 
notifications via email, SMS, call/TTS, MS Teams, 
social media, RSS, alarm and siren activations, 
digital signage, desktop notifications and more.

Simplified Communications Your Way
When seconds count, Regroup Mobile’s 
pre-programmed QuickMessage Templates 
help you reach people fast —with only two taps. 
System administrators can create a complete 
library of templates, ready to use in virtually 
any situation.

Two-Tap Emergency Alerts

Get replies from recipients and see them in 
real-time or use it like a group-chat feature. 
This gives system administrators the tools to 
take fast action to inform the team and ensure 
their safety.

Two-Way Messaging

View detailed delivery statistics from the 
entire network on your mobile device. 
Reports are also saved and available in your 
Regroup cloud-based platform.

In-App Reporting

Regroup Mobile allows admins to select multiple 
recipients for bulk replies and updates. You can 
also select recipients in bulk, based on their 
response to the original notification. 

Bulk Replies and Updates
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Enable multi-factor authentication, single sign-on 
or screen lock. Turn on biometric login through 
fingerprint or face recognition to prevent 
messages from being sent by unauthorized users.

Robust Security



MESSAGE RECIPIENTS

When you’re part of an organization using Regroup Mass Notification, you can download the free mobile app, customize your 
alert preferences and communication experience.

Download Regroup Mobile today and get the innovative solution thousands of organizations have 
trusted to keep their networks safe, informed and in the loop.

LEARN MORE Schedule a free demo at www.regroup.com/demo

Alerts can be delivered to your device with an active data or Wi-Fi connection, even when local cellular networks 
are overloaded and cannot handle SMS or voice calls. Never miss another important message.

Get The Word - Every Time

With Regroup Mobile, recipients can receive messages when inside or interacting with a Geofence area. This keeps 
you safe and informed in critical situations in your area.

Location-Based Alerts

Configure Regroup Mobile to your liking with customized notification preferences, contact information and more.

Easy Configuration




